
The Politics of Science 
Addressing Systemic Bias in STEM: Week 9



Content Warning: Anti-semitism, Nazism



1. Is Science apolitical?
2. How do politics and science 

interact?



Physics in nazi 
germany

Collaborators? Resistors? Passive 
observers?



Interview with philip ball

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aT4cm7t_vFo


● German-born physicist, best known for his 
discovery of the “Stark Effect”- how 
energy levels in an atom can shift with 
an applied electric field

● Nobel Laureate
● Early supporter of Hitler, main proponent 

of “Deutsche Physik”, sought to remove 
all “Jewish” influence from science

● Deemed anyone who defended Jewish 
scientists’ work (especially Einstein) 
“White Jews”

Johannes stark



Theoretical Physics

“DEUtSCHE Physik”

JEWISH Physics

“Lacking the mathematical skills to cope 
with relativity and quantum theory, both 
of which Einstein pioneered, Lenard 
decided they were wrong and that their 
widespread acceptance and acclaim were 
the result of a pro-Jewish conspiracy.”

- Philip Ball, “Science and Ideology”



Max Planck

● Theoretical physicist, best known for 
discovery of quantized nature of energy, 
which led to development of quantum 
mechanics

● Nobel Laureate
● A bridge between the old guard and the 

new generation of scientists, deeply 
traditional and “loyal to the German 
state + culture”

● “Paralyzed” by this loyalty when 
confronted with a brutal regime



Who Was MAX planck?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTlW2Up3AAM


Werner Heisenberg

● Theoretical physicist, best known the 
early development of quantum mechanics 
(uncertainty principle, matrix mechanics)

● Nobel Laureate
● Defended Jewish colleagues (like 

Einstein) until he was reprimanded by 
Nazi government

● “Made science a refuge from moral 
dilemmas”

● Desperate for approval from scientific 
institution/ German culture he identified 
with



Peter debye

● Dutch-American physicist/chemist
● Major contributions in solid-state physics + 

light/matter interactions
● Central figure of physics community in Germany, 

through most of the Third Reich
● Has come under scrutiny recently for his 

involvement with the Nazi regime; controversy over 
whether he was an active collaborator or active 
dissident

● Ball’s take: he was uninterested in politics and “out 
of his moral depth”

“But you see, it’s all terribly simple.” - Peter Debye



“...the real problem for scientists in Germany in the 1930s was not 
a matter of personal shortcomings but the fact the institution of 
science itself had become an edifice lacking any clear social and 

moral orientation. It had created its own alibi for acting in the 
world.”

Philip Ball, “Serving the Reich”



“Science and Ideology: The case of physics in nazi germany” 
by philip Ball

● What did you think of the article? Did you learn anything new, 
did anything surprise you? Were there points or conclusions you 
liked? Disagreed with?

● What lessons does Ball claim we can learn from German 
scientists under the Third Reich? Do you agree?

● Ball chooses to frame these men as neither good nor bad, 
focusing on how they interacted with the greater systemic 
issues of the time. Do you agree with this approach?



Science Today
Funding + who dictates the 

direction of research? 



Research Funding

https://www.aaas.org/programs/r-d-budget-and-policy/federal-rd-budget-dashboard

https://spo.berkeley.edu/annual/20annual.pdf

https://www.aaas.org/programs/r-d-budget-and-policy/federal-rd-budget-dashboard
https://spo.berkeley.edu/annual/20annual.pdf


“Social responsibility for physics 
students,” Charles L. Schwarz



“Social responsibility for physics 
students,” Charles L. Schwarz



In small groups, discuss the pros and cons of 
research being funded by the government versus the 
private sector.

Funding SOurces: Government vs. Private Sector

https://rb.gy/zd37qp



Jamboard

https://rb.gy/q5k5bz



COVID-19 Vaccines



“A Hippocratic oath for scientists,” Charles L. Schwarz

"The purpose of science should be the general 
enhancement of life and not the causing of harm 

to man.  I affirm that I will uphold this principle, 
in teaching and in practice of my science, to the 

best of my ability and judgement."



Sources:
● “Science and Ideology: The Case of Physics in Nazi Germany,” by Philip Ball
● “Serving the Reich: Physics Under Hitler,” by Philip Ball
● Charles L. Schwartz’s writings: https://www.ocf.berkeley.edu/~schwrtz/SRS.html
● AAAS Federal R&D Budget Dashboard: 

https://www.aaas.org/programs/r-d-budget-and-policy/federal-rd-budget-dashb
oard

● UC Berkeley Sponsored Projects Annual Report (2020): 
https://spo.berkeley.edu/annual/20annual.pdf

● https://www.nature.com/articles/472030a
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